
Top 5 reasons MGAs choose Insurity
Benefit from proven industry expertise
 - Leverage our team’s deep product knowledge and experience in 

providing for binding and brokerage markets, with 100+ customers 
including 5 of the top 10 US MGAs

 -  
across the US to meet your program requirements 

 - Streamline operations with a single entry point across all  
your business workflows 

 - Modernize your business with seamless integration into your 
digital platform with a complete feature set of API calls

Increase underwriting accuracy and proficiency
 - Use predictive models, scoring, and straight-through-processing  

(STP) to automate decisions so your underwriters can focus  
on exception-handling

 - Enable speed-to-market across your programs and enforce 
underwriting guidelines throughout your distribution chain

Avoid adverse risk selection
 - Develop a coherent view of your risk by exploring correlations  

among your exposure, loss, hazard, claims, and market data
 - Use geospatial analytics to understand whether risks exceed 

underwriting guidelines and allocated capacity
Improve Carrier-MGA partnerships
 - Strengthen relationships with a trading platform that encourages 

upstream and downstream interaction 
 - Increase capacity and commissions with carrier confidence  

through proactive capacity management and area shutdowns

Reduce time  
spent through quote,  

bind and issue

Expand rapidly  
into new markets  
with confidence 

Increase capacity and 
commissions with 

improved Carrier relations

80% 
faster

2% 
increase in DWP

1% 
commission increase

What our customers are saying  
 
“We received an ‘exemplary’ rating from 
Lloyd’s of London which is very rare. The 
functionality is a huge positive benefit 
and it eliminates the potential of human 
error, improves workflows, and allows us 
to be more competitive.” 
 
“Carriers have a better level of 
confidence with us. We capture more 
information for the carrier which is a 
big advantage and helps us retain and 
recruit new markets.” 
 

levels down while simultaneously 
increasing the volume of policies. Now 
50% of policy management is done 
without human touch.” 
 
“The ability to turn business around 
faster and write more business improves 
our relationships with the carriers. We 
also have an improved ability to analyze 
our business since the data is readily 
available for hit ratios, etc. and we can 
adjust on a category of business very 
quickly.”

 

Sure MGA Suite
UNDERWRITING PLATFORM | POLICY | BILLING | CLAIMS | TRADING & 
DISTRIBUTION AGENCY MANAGEMENT | DATA ANALYTICS
Purpose-built for MGAs to win more business in fewer steps

 
Insurity is a leading provider of cloud-based software and analytics for insurance carriers, brokers, and MGAs. Insurity is trusted by 22 of the 
top 25 P&C carriers and 7 of the top 10 MGAs in the US and has over 400 cloud-based deployments. | www.insurity.com | +1 866 476 2606


